










































































2. FIELDTRIP TO MASQUATI, PARLE G
AND ZINDATILISMATH.

ON 7TH JUNE 2022, a batch of 50 students from the commerece department was
accompanied by M.Boda,A.Rajinikala,and S.Praveena.

The journey commenced in the early hours of the day on a cheerful and
exciting mood, first we went to Zindatilismath then Parley G then Masquati and
last we went to Coca cola company on reaching the factory the group was divided
into two smaller groups of 60 students and gave safety instructions along with
some general guidelines and a code of conduct which was to be followed inside the
factory premisis. Students were then asked to proceed to a conference hall where
they were briefed about the general and identical working of all the coco cola and
some interesting facts and figures . It was very interactive and interesting session
for all . Then we processed to shop floor area where the production actually takes
place.

The current plant only manufactured Maaza, Sprite, Cake, Limca,
Thumbs up, Minute maid. There were separate production line. Each student
witnessed all the action process which took place during the production right from
the treatment of the water washing glass, bottles inflation of pet bottles filling of
bottles capping,labelling,packing etc. As well as the queries of the students were
also solved

The students were surprised with the speed and accuracy of
the machines and the quantity that can be produced when these machines are
utilised to their optimum level.

The visit concluded by the afternoon and the group were dispersed. The
industrial visit was an enriching experience for the students in getting live exposure
of how manufacturing units actually functions.





Visit to Coin Exhibition on 13-6-2022

at Mint Museum, Saifabad

Objective: To know the history of Coins and Printing of currency.

To know the various concepts in printing of coins including weights, metals, and measurements.

The Department of Economics has taken the students to the Mint Museum, Saifabad on
13-6-22 for a Field trip on 13-6-22 to show them coins and their origin. This event was
conducted by Mint Museum on the occasion of 75 years of Independence ‘Azadi ka Amrut
Mahotsav’. Students has seen various coins and read about their origin. They have interacted
with the Museum curators about the weights and measurements about how they will do the
quality check.

Outcome:Students have participated in the field trip and curiously interacted with the faculty
and the curators to know about the origin of coins and printing of coins by RBI.

The YouTube link of the event:



Government Degree College for Women, Begumpet

Department of Zoology and Biotechnology

VISIT TO ZOOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA

Dt.09-06-2022

The  Zoological  Survey of  India  has  established  in  1916  to  promote
survey exploration and research leading to the advancement in knowledge of
various  aspects  of  exceptionally  rich  life  of  the  erstwhile  “British  Indian
Empire”

With the interest in research and its establishment among students the
survey has established so far 16 regional and field stations has developed
into a major National Institute. Since 1916 a lot work in research has taken
up by Zoological Survey of India.

Keeping in view of Project  work introduced  in semester VI,2021-21
onwards  by  UGC  for  undergraduate  students,  under  the  guidance  of
Dr.G.S.Jyothirmayi,Asst.Prof.of  Zoology,HOD,our  final  year  students  have
visited  the Zoological Survey of India for the orientation class conducted by
Ms.Rehanuma, Asst.Zoologist,ZSI,  Hyderabad guided the students to
choose  the  topics   in  their  interested  fields  and  to  proceed  further  like
collection of data, collection of materials, procedure, Experiments, Results,
Analysis..Dissertation  and  Viva..etc.  Moreover  Ms.Rehanuma,
Asst.Zoologist,ZSI,is  the  panel  member  as  an  Industrialist  for  Board  of
Studies of Zoology dept. of Govt.Degree College for Women, Begumpet.

Objective of the program:

1.To know about the work done by ZSI in life sciences.

2.To bring the knowledge regarding research and its importance.

3.To create interest in research and observations.

Outcome of the program:

1.Students will learn to observe the things around us.

2.Come to know about research undergoing in various institutions in
life sciences.

3.Show interest in selecting the topics for the project work.



4.Learn how to prepare the dissertation work.

No. of students attended: 10





Government Degree College for Women, Begumpet

Department of Zoology and Biotechnology

FIELD TRIP

VISIT TO NEHRU ZOOLOGICAL PARK, Hyderabad

Dt.10-12-2021

The Department of Zoology,Government degree college for
women,Begumpet,organized a field trip for the academic year 2021-22.The students of B.Sc.
lifesciences students visited Nehru Zoological Park,Hyderabad on dt.as a part of the
educational field trip.The students were supported and guided by Dr.G.S.Jyothirmayi,
Asst.Professor of Zoology Head of the department and Dr.P.S.Rajani,Asst.Professor of Zoology.
At the Zoo, the students saw various types of birds in the enclosure. A little further, they saw
the Spotted Deer, Hippopotamus and Birds (African Parrots and Flamingos).They were thrilled
on seeing the birds ,especially the bats,Butterfly park etc.,Students observed various species
of mammals like Deer,Giraffee,Horses,Camel,Wild
Cats,Crocodiles,Monkeys,Chimpanzee,Hippopotomous,Rhino..etc.,Even they could see the
Snakes park.Students roamed around the ZOO with bicycles arranged by the Nehru Zoological
Park society.Students also approached the curators and learned about the maintenance of the
animals in zoo.

We also visited safary where the students enjoyed roaming around in safary sitting in a
closed van. Students observed Tigers and Lions moving freely in an open area.They were
thrilled by the roaring sound of the lions.

After a well spent morning at the Zoo the students returned to college fully satisfied and
with happy memories. It was a learning experience for the children.

Objective of the program:
1. To reinforce experiential and contextual learning.
2. To enhance class room learning by making real world connections.
3. Students exposed to various places and its importance.
Outcome of the program:
1. Field trips have multiple outcomes in the cognitive, affective, and social domains.
2. Students learn things or understand them differently that in traditional classroom

environments, they interact with each other, they enjoy, experience anxiety, and even
discomforts, and they often change their attitudes toward science,

3. Students observe the animals directly and enjoys.
4. Understand how the animals are maintained in the zoo and learn about the food

habits of various animals.

No. of students attended:49







FIELD visit  TO  34TH NATIONAL BOOK  FAIR  22-12-2021

Students along with staff of Sanskrit and second languages had a visit to the 34th
National Book Exhibition Fair on 22-12-202 , which was arranged in NTR
Stadium ,lower tank bund, Hyderabad. Students have availed the chance of
browsing the books in various categories. Students Specially visited Sanskrit
academy book stall, Sri Gopal Publications, Parimal Publications where
exclusively Sanskrit books are available. Students are enlightened about vast
Sanskrit literary works and their authors by exploring various books stalls and were
able to understand the importance of reading of books. Some students purchased
important Sanskrit books also.
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